
A HISTORY OF HITLERS RISE TO POWER IN GERMANY

Adolf Hitler's rise to power began in Germany in September when Hitler joined the The German Dictatorship: The
Origins, Structure, and Consequences of National Socialism. Penguin History Series. Penguin. ISBN 

Nevertheless, the party grew slowly in numbers, and in Hitler successfully established his position within it
against Gregor Strasser , whose followers were primarily in northern Germany. Hitler used the time to dictate
the first volume of Mein Kampf , his political autobiography as well as a compendium of his multitudinous
ideas. Still fresh in the minds of many was Germany's humiliating defeat fifteen years earlier during World
War I, and Germans lacked confidence in their weak government, known as the Weimar Republic. The
Catholic Centre Party maintained its voting block, but was preoccupied with defending its own particular
interests and, wrote Bullock: "through  The process occurred over multiple decades. And so they come out of
this experience and really bring that to the streets of Germany, to the political culture of Germanyâ€” so that
kind of combative spirit. German newspapers wrote that, without doubt, the Hitler-led government would try
to fight its political enemies the left-wing parties , but that it would be impossible to establish a dictatorship in
Germany because there was "a barrier, over which violence cannot proceed" and because of the German
nation being proud of "the freedom of speech and thought". After initial resistance, Drexler agrees and Hitler
becomes the new leader of the party. Hitler was arrested on 11 November  Individual German states lose any
autonomous powers, while Nazi officials become state governors. More are certainly to come. In June,
Goebbels was charged with high treason by the prosecutor in Leipzig based on statements Goebbels had made
in , but after a four-month investigation it came to naught. For months, the German state had been limping
from one failed government to the next, with three general elections having been held within 10 months. The
party's rise to power was rapid. In the aftermath of arrests and executions, Hitler denounced a fellow liaison,
Georg Dufter, as a Soviet "radical rabble-rouser. The Nazi Party lost 35 seats in the November election , but
remained the Reichstag's largest party, with seats  Entire libraries have been filled with books attempting to
explain how a once-homeless failed artist could have launched a war machine that eventually resulted in 60
million dead, and a death machine that killed 6 million in the Holocaust's gas chambers. It was the rival
Weltanschauung, Marxism which for him embraced social democracy as well as communism , with its
insistence on internationalism and economic conflict. Move towards power â€” In the German election, May
the Party achieved just 12 seats in the Reichstag. The Nazis appealed especially to the unemployed, young
people, and members of the lower middle class small store owners, office employees, craftsmen, and farmers.
She was  Its final objective must be the removal of the Jews altogether.


